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Injuries: 

Division Category Case Date Date Entered Recordable Rx 
Medical ESH 

 ODD LDD ODD LDD 
AD FNAL 12/20/2013 12/20/2013 Y  0 0 0 0  
Medical Comments: While securing bag of bolts to steel plate, dolly of 50 lbs. plate tipped and hit 
4th and 5th fingers of right hand between floor and edge of plate causing a laceration. 2 sutures 
were applied to the 5th finger and 2 sutures were applied to the 4th finger. 
ESH Comments:  The incident occurred in the West Booster Tower. The employee had been part of 
a group that had removed two wheel assemblies from the 201 Mhz MICE prototype cavity so the 
cavity could be placed in a shipping crate. Each wheel assembly consisted of a steel plate (36" x 6.5" 
x 0.75", 50 lbs.) with dual-wheel swivel casters attached at each end. The washers and bolts used 
for attaching the assemblies to the cavity had been placed in a bag and the employee decided to 
attach that bag to one of the steel plates using packing tape. The plate was oriented so that the 
wheels were on the floor, so one long edge of the plate rested on the floor, since the swivel casters 
would not permit the plate to remain horizontal without additional support. The employee wanted 
to run the tape around the steel plate to secure it, so he lifted up the edge of the plate that rested on 
the floor and began to slide the tape roll underneath the plate. However, he lost his grip on the plate 
and the edge fell back to the floor, and his 4th and 5th fingers were caught between the plate edge 
and the floor. He pulled his hand free and immediately realized that he had suffered lacerations to 
both fingers. He wrapped his hand in paper towels and went to the Medical Office where he 
received treatment for the wounds, including sutures. He returned to work with limitations which 
do not prevent him from performing his routine job functions. The edges of the wheel assembly 
plates will be beveled to remove the laceration hazard during future handling. 

Division Category Case Date Date Entered Recordable Rx 
Medical ESH 

 ODD LDD ODD LDD 
AD FNAL 12/20/2013 12/20/2013 N  0 0 0 0  
Medical Comments: While exiting truck in the parking lot his foot slid out from underneath him 
causing him to fall to the ground on his back. Employee hit his head and left forearm. 
ESH Comments:  Incident occurred in Wilson Hall west parking lot. Employee was exiting his 
personal vehicle upon arrival at work when the incident occurred. As the employee stepped out of 
the vehicle, his left foot slipped out from under him on a patch of ice and he fell to the pavement, 
falling on his back. The back of his head and his left arm also struck the pavement. He reported to 
the Medical Office where he was examined; symptoms limited to a slight headache and sore back 
and arm. No treatment was necessary and he returned to work with no limitations. Roads & 
Grounds contacted to perform additional salting of the parking lot. 

Division Category Case Date Date Entered Recordable Rx 
Medical ESH 

 ODD LDD ODD LDD 
PD SV 12/27/2013 01/02/2014 N  0 0 0 0  
Medical Comments: While installing insulation around the outside window at Minos Building 
insulation fell apart and wind blew insulation into open mouth. 



 

ESH Comments:  Contract employee and employee were installing mineral wool insulation and 
aluminum sheets over the exterior MINOS Service Building windows. It was a windy day and the 
insulation batts are friable. While affixing a batt to a window, a small piece of insulation broke off, 
and blew into contract employee's mouth, causing him to choke. After coughing and spitting for a 
bit, was able to catch his breath. Continued the job, although throat was sore. Over the weekend, 
throat did not improve. Reported to work Monday, was sent to Medical. First aid only. 

Division Category Case Date Date Entered Recordable Rx 
Medical ESH 

 ODD LDD ODD LDD 
TD SV 01/03/2014 01/06/2014 N  0 0 0 0  
Medical Comments: While running a cable through a pipe on the main loading dock, lubricate was 
use to allow the cable to run smoothly through the pipe. Some of the lubricate spilled onto the floor. 
While cleaning it up some of the lubricate fell on top of his safety glasses and into his right. 
Contractor flushed eye for 15 minutes. 
ESH Comments:  The employee, an electronics technician, was using a wire pulling lubricant (pH 
6.5 - 7.5) in a paste form on a cable that he was pulling through a pipe. Some of the lubricant spilled 
on the floor during the process. During the process of cleaning up the spill, the employee noted that 
some of the lubricant ended up on the safety glasses that he was wearing. (The employee was 
wearing the visitor type safety glasses, as well as disposable gloves.) The employee does not know 
how the lubricant ended up on his safety glasses. Some of the lubricant then fell onto his face at the 
outside corner of his right eye. The employee used the eye wash station for 15 minutes, after which 
he went to Medical where his eye was fully examined. No injury to the eye was detected, and the 
employee was returned to work with no limitations. 

Division Category Case Date Date Entered Recordable Rx 
Medical ESH 

 ODD LDD ODD LDD 
BS FNAL 01/06/2014 01/06/2014 Y Y 0 0 0 0  
Medical Comments: After opening a large roll up door for an employee delivery, the driver of the 
vehicle drove the car into the bay instead of backing up to the door. A cart was in the way and the 
employee pulled the cart out of the vehicle's path and struck his left middle finger on the edge of the 
dumpster causing a nail avulsion and laceration. Sent to OAD for evaluation and treatment. 
Employee scheduled for surgery 1/7/14, fingertip fracture to be pinned and repair nail bed. Rx 
given 
ESH Comments 
 
Claim Pending: 
None 
 
Vehicle Accidents: 
None 
 
ORPS/Incidents/Notices of Violations: 
None 



 

 
 

 


